History
Junior School Subject

This subject can articulate to these as well as other related industry topics

- Law
- Business
- Sociology
- Psychology
- Politics
- Education
- Environmental Studies

Course Outline
Year 9

- Revolutionary Ideas – The Industrial Revolution
- Revolutionary Ideas - The French Revolution
- Australia – Making a Nation
- World War 1

Assessment Requirements

- Short response exams
- Multimodal presentations
- Stimulus response exams
- Written research response – independent historical inquiries

Minimum Requirements
Nil

Specialised Equipment Required
NIL

For more information please contact
Mr Lachlan Rodgers - Academic Coordinator: Humanities
History
Junior School Subject

This subject can articulate to these as well as other related industry topics
- Law
- Business
- Sociology
- Psychology
- Politics
- Education
- Environmental Studies

Course Outline
Year 10
- World War 2 – The Rise of Hitler
- World War 2 – The Pacific War
- Rights and Freedoms
- Australia and Pop Culture

Assessment Requirements
- Short response exams
- Multimodal presentations
- Stimulus response exams
- Written research response – independent historical inquiries

Minimum Requirements
Nil

Specialised Equipment Required
NIL

For more information please contact
Mr Lachlan Rodgers - Academic Coordinator: Humanities